Maxhim® Penis Extender

Instructions for Use

WELCOME TO MAXHIM®
Thank you for choosing Maxhim®. Your Maxhim® Penis
Extender is a medically approved device that works to
comfortably extend the length of your penis.
45% of men are unsatisfied with their penis size, but
you can reclaim your confidence with Maxhim®.

Please read this full booklet before first use.
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ASSEMBLY
1. Base

2. Knurled screw
3. Tension arm
4. Spring-loaded arm
5. Extension arm (25mm)
C

C

B

6. Silicone strap slot
B

A

7. Moulded support

A

8. Silicone strap

1. The base is positioned next to your body, encircling the base of your penis.
Its anatomical design ensures maximum comfort during use.
2. Knurled screws keep the tension arms tight against the base, keeping them at a
fixed 90° angle to your body (the recommended angle for optimum growth).
3. The tension arms have 3 tension notches, labelled A, B, C. These determine the
amount of tension (pull) applied to your penis. See page 6 for further information.
4. The spring-loaded arms contain the springs which provide the tension (pull). Do
not attempt to remove or replace these.
5. The extension arms can be added or taken away to accommodate for your
own unique size, customising the results for your desired effect. A second set of longer
extension arms (50mm) are included (not pictured above).
6. On either side of the moulded support, the silicone strap (8) is inserted into the
silicone strap slots to hold the head of your penis in place.
7. The moulded support is where the head of your penis rests. It is specially
designed to ensure maximum comfort during use. You may also wish to use the provided
foam protection pads (not pictured) around the end of your penis for added comfort.
8. The silicone strap is slotted through the silicone strap slots (6), and secured - just
behind the head - around the end of your penis.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
Step 1.
Ensure all parts of the Maxhim® Penis Extender are clean and dry prior to use.

Step 2.
Assemble the device with an appropriate
number of extension rods so that the entire
length of the unit is slightly longer than
your flaccid penis. Twist the knurled screws
clockwise to lock the arms into place.

90˚

Step 3.
Loosen the silicone strap and slide the device
over your penis. Pull the spring-loaded
arms towards your body until you reach
the desired tension notch (see page 6 for
advice).

CBA

Top

Base goes on
this way up

Step 4.
Pull the silicone strap downwards equally on
both sides to secure it behind the head of
youur penis.
Top tip: Apply the provided foam protection
pads around the head of your penis, before
securing the strap, for extra comfort.
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Bottom

Step 5.
Twist the tension arms clockwise to increase
their length and thus increase the amount of
tension. Adjust both sides at the same time to
avoid bending the device.
Make sure you do not overdo the amount of
tension as you may injure yourself. Gradually
increase it over several weeks for lasting
results. For further advice, see the Beginner's
Guide on page 6.

Step 6.

Ensure the knurled
screws are twisted
tight to the base, as
stated in Step 2.

If the threads on the end of the tension arms
become visible, do not unscrew any further or
the device may come apart. Instead, add an
extra extension arm to each side of the device
to achieve your desired length (see page 6).

Step 7.
To remove the Maxhim® Penis Extender, simply
release the silicone strap and slide the device
off your penis. You do not need to disassemble
the device between uses.

Step 8.
Wash the plastic components of your Maxhim® Penis Extender with warm
soapy water after use. Ensure you use a soap that will not irritate the skin.
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REPLACING THE EXTENSION ARMS
Your Maxhim® Penis Extender comes with 2 sets of extension arms; 25mm and
50mm. Once you feel confident using your extender at tension notch C, you
may want to increase the length by using additional/larger extension arms.

Step 1. Remove the 25mm extension arm by unscrewing anti-clockwise. Hold
onto the spring loaded arm, labelled below, to prevent it from loosening.

HOLD ONTO
EXTENSION
THE SPRING
ARM - 25mm
LOADED ARM
HOLD ONTO
EXTENSION
THE screw
SPRING
Take the 50mm extension arm and
it in place,
ensuring
ARM - 25mm
LOADED
ARM
it is secure and no threads are visible.

Step 2.

Take
ecure

EXTENSION
ARM - 50mm
EXTENSION
ARM - 50mm

Beginner's Guide
For lasting results, we recommend increasing the tension on your
Maxhim® Penis Extender gradually, following this guide.
Week

Hours a day

Tension Notch

Week 1

1 hr

A

Week 2

2 hrs

A

Week 3

3 hrs

A

Week 4

2 hrs

B

Week 5

3 hrs

B

Week 6

4 hrs

B

After completing this Beginner's Guide, the Maxhim® Penis Extender can be
used for up to 12 hours a day - but start slowly to avoid injury. Most men
achieve their desired result after 3-6 months of use.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION
•

Do not overdo the amount of traction as this may cause injury. If you
experience heavy bruising or pain, stop using immediately and consult
your physician.

•

Remove the device before urinating and for sexual intercourse.

•

The device can be used by both circumcised and uncircumcised men.

•

Do not use the device if you have decreased sensation or pain in the penis.

•

Do not use the device under the influence of alcohol or drugs that may
reduce cognitive function.

•

Not suitable for those with Sickle Cell Disease.

•

Do not use if you are taking large quantities of aspirin or blood thinners as
they may increase the likelihood of bruising and haematoma.

•

If you have any concerns at all, please consult your physician prior to use.
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Shop the full Maxhim® range at

www.stressnomore.co.uk

can we help?
IFU13350_0919

If you experience issues or have any questions at all, please
do not hesitate to contact our expert customer services team.
Email: sales@StressNoMore.co.uk
Telephone: +44 (0)1482 496 931 (Mon to Fri: 8am - 6pm & Sat: 9am - 3:30pm GMT)

